Allweiler supplies heaviest lubricating modules for Hitachi
(Radolfzell/Germany) Babcock-Hitachi Europe GmbH (BHE) is expanding its two Hungarian brown-coal and
gas power stations, Matra and Nyiregyhaza, with a total of three Hitachi gas turbine systems. The Plant
Construction Division of Allweiler AG is to supply the lubricating oil plants for all of the turbines. Allweiler will
install these modules ready-for-use, complete with gearbox, torque converter and starter motor. Allweiler
centrifugal pumps will be used to pump the lubricating oil. With an empty weight of around 85 t, the plants are
the heaviest that Allweiler has built to date.
The lubricating oil plants, as gearbox package, connect the gas turbines to the generators. They are completely constructed and
assembled by Allweiler. In addition to the gearboxes supplied by Hitachi, the complete electrical and control systems are also
included. In each module, three centrifugal pumps in the NSSV series pump the lubricating oil from the 10,000 l tank. The pump
capacity of each of these pumps is up to 1,000 l/min.
"We won this order for two fundamental reasons," says Stefan Kleinmann, Plant Construction Director at Allweiler. "Firstly, because
we have already supplied many similar plants for other turbine manufacturers. The second decisive factor was that we have already
worked with Hitachi on the development of the new H-25AX turbine insitu in Japan." The order value is around one million Euro. The
last module left the factory in August 2006, around six months after placing the order.
Lubricating oil plants are part of the core business of the Plant Construction Division of Allweiler AG. Johann Engelmann, Plant
Sales and Service Director: "Optimal coordination of components and many years of experience are very important. With our
specialists and manufacturing techniques, we can guarantee both of these factors."
The lubricating oil modules supply the turbines, gearbox and generators with lubricating oil, which filters, ventilates and cools the
plant continuously and automatically. Lubricating oil modules are VIC components ("very important components") in power stations,
as their reliable operation is essential for safe and continuous power generation. A breakdown would result in damages running into
millions.

Caption: One of the three lubricating oil modules for the new Hitachi H25 turbines just before loading. With an empty
weight of 85 t, the modules are the heaviest that Allweiler has built and installed to date. The modules for the Matra
and Nyiregyhaza power stations are 4.5 m wide, 6.5 m long and just under 4 m high.
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Allweiler AG is the oldest German pump manufacturer (founded in 1860) and the European market and technology leader for
centrifugal, propeller, screw, eccentric spiral, gearwheel, rotary lobe, macerator and peristaltic pumps. Allweiler AG has its own
foundry and produces ready-to-use fuel skids and rinsing-water facilities. Allweiler AG has its main German headquarters in
Radolfzell on Lake Constance as well as a major production site in Bottrop. Since 1998 Allweiler AG has been part of the Colfax
Corp., a global leader in pump manufacture.
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